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ABSTRACT

The DNA sequence preferences of nearly all se-
quence specific DNA binding proteins are influ-
enced by the identities of bases that are not directly
contacted by protein. Discrimination between non-
contacted base sequences is commonly based on
the differential abilities of DNA sequences to allow
narrowing of the DNA minor groove. However, the
factors that govern the propensity of minor groove
narrowing are not completely understood. Here we
show that the differential abilities of various DNA se-
quences to support formation of a highly ordered
and stable minor groove solvation network are a key
determinant of non-contacted base recognition by a
sequence-specific binding protein. In addition, dis-
rupting the solvent network in the non-contacted
region of the binding site alters the protein’s abil-
ity to recognize contacted base sequences at posi-
tions 5–6 bases away. This observation suggests that
DNA solvent interactions link contacted and non-
contacted base recognition by the protein.

INTRODUCTION

Protein recognition of specific DNA sequences is a pre-
requisite for biological transactions ranging from control
of gene expression to DNA restriction and modification
and regulation of chromatin structure. Proteins achieve se-
quence specificity by recognizing both directly contacted
bases and subsets of bases in binding sites that are not con-
tacted. Computational (1,2) and empirical studies (e.g. 3–7)
show that the relative contributions of non-contacted and
contacted base recognition to the overall binding energies
vary among protein–DNA complexes. Nonetheless, both
components are significant features of nearly all sequence-
specific protein–DNA interactions.

Proteins recognize contacted bases via direct molecu-
lar interactions between functional groups of amino acid

side chains or protein backbone atoms and DNA bases.
This so-called ‘direct readout’ strategy relies on comple-
mentary electrostatics, hydrogen bond donors/acceptors,
hydrophobic surfaces and the matching of DNA and pro-
tein shapes at the interface. Non-contacted base recogni-
tion depends on sequence-specific deviations from ideal B-
DNA. Proteins recognize non-contacted bases by exploiting
DNA sequence-dependent differences in DNA conforma-
tion, conformational polymorphism and/or deformability.
The structural and physicochemical contributors to non-
contacted base recognition by proteins are not completely
known.

To help delineate the precise structural mechanisms that
govern DNA conformation and conformational flexibil-
ity in non-contacted base recognition, we are exploring
the DNA binding specificity determinants of bacterio-
phage P22 repressor (P22R) protein. To accurately regu-
late the genes needed for establishment and maintenance
of lysogeny, P22R must bind and discriminate between six,
highly similar, rotationally symmetric DNA binding site se-
quences in the phage chromosome (Figure 1A). Amino acid
side chains in the helix-turn-helix unit of each monomer
of the P22R dimer directly contact the outermost bases in
one-half of the binding site on the DNA (Figure 1B). The
sequences of the contacted bases in each of the six natu-
rally occurring P22R DNA binding sites are nearly iden-
tical (Figure 1A). X-ray structural analyses show that no
protein atoms closely approach any of the major or minor
groove functional groups on the bases at the center of the
P22R binding site (8–10), meaning that P22R discriminates
between these similar sequence binding sites by indirectly
reading the sequence of non-contacted bases at the center
of the P22R binding site.

P22R binding induces a transition of the DNA in the
non-contacted region of its binding site from B-form to the
B′-form (8,9). B′-form DNA is characterized by a much
narrower minor groove than that in B-form DNA. The
narrow B′ minor groove contains a highly ordered, multi-
layered network of solvent molecules. The B′ form is pre-
ferred in DNA sequences containing contiguous 5′
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Figure 1. (A) P22 operator sequences, the sequences of the naturally oc-
curring P22 operators. Bases highlighted in blue represent sequences in
the naturally occurring operators that are directly contacted by the P22R
(8,9). Note high degree of sequence conservation among these bases in
the various operators. Bases highlighted in red blue denote bases in the
non-conserved sequences at the center of the P22 operators that are not
contacted by P22R (8,9). The center of symmetry of all the sequences lies
between bases 9 and 10 and is highlighted by the ‘closed circle’. The ‘num-
bers’ denote the relative dissociation constants (KD) of these operators for
P22 repressor as initially reported in (31). The values are normalized to
the KD of OL1, the tightest binding natural operator, which is 5 × 10−9 M.
(B) P22R NTD-DNA9T complexes. The DNA binding domain of P22R
(ribbon) binds as a dimer to an 18 base pair consensus sequence. Protein
residues in the helix-turn-helix unit in each monomer make direct contacts
with the major groove in outer half of the DNA binding site. P22R does
not contact the central four base pairs (indicated). The DNA bases are
rendered as sticks, and the DNA backbone is rendered as a tube. DNA-
associated solvent molecules (i.e. oxygens of water or ions) are rendered as
spheres.

and/or ApT steps (e.g. A-tracts (11–14)) and can be in-
duced in A/T-rich sequences (15,16). However prior to our
work with P22R (9), G/C-containing DNAs were not found
in the B′-form. Crystallographic evidence indicates P22R
binding induces a slight bend in the binding site, but the
degree of induced bend does not vary with non-contacted
base sequence. Spectroscopic evidence indicates that the B′-
form is imposed on the non-contacted bases in DNA by
binding of P22R (17). The juxtaposition of four negatively
charged amino acids near DNA phosphates is an important
mechanistic driver favoring the B′ state (9,17). The vary-
ing propensity of different sequences to assume the B′ form

Figure 2. Model of the minor groove solvation network. Primary water
molecules, which directly contact DNA functional groups, are colored
cyan, secondary waters pink and tertiary waters blue. Predicted hydrogen
bonds formed between water molecules, DNA phosphates, minor groove
functional groups and protein amino acid side chains are depicted by bro-
ken lines.

(17) (5′
ApA3′∼5′

ApT3′
> 5′

TpA3′
> 5′

CpG3′ ∼5′
GpC3′

(18))
helps P22R to discriminate between binding sites bearing
different non-contacted bases. The features that govern the
varying propensities of different DNA sequences to transi-
tion to the B′ form have not been delineated.

P22R binding induces a B → B′ transition in the non-
contacted region of the binding site, irrespective of the non-
contacted base sequence and base identity (9,10). However,
the minor groove solvation pattern in the induced B′ region
varies with its sequence. The floor of the minor groove of
A/T sequences contains only H-bond acceptors (Figure 2).
In P22R complexes with DNAs containing ApT or TpA in
the non-contacted region, the waters in the primary solvent
layer simultaneously contribute two hydrogens to four H-
bond acceptors in DNA. The waters in this layer also ac-
cept H-bonds from water molecules in the second solvent
layer. The waters in the secondary layer accept hydrogen
bonds from solvent in the tertiary layer. As a consequence of
this multi-layered structure, the solvent molecules in the pri-
mary layer are highly constrained to discrete minor groove
sites. In G/C-containing P22R–DNA complexes, the pres-
ence of the H-bond accepting 2-NH2 group in the minor
groove of the non-contacted bases allows the primary wa-
ter molecules to interact with closely spaced sites lined by
a mixture of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, releas-
ing the translational and rotational restraints of the solvent.
Expected sequence-dependent differences in the mobility of
these primary water molecules are observable in chemical
footprinting experiments (9). These observations suggest
that the ability of a particular DNA sequence to support the
formation of a highly ordered and stable minor groove sol-
vation network is a key determinant of non-contacted base
recognition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Binding sites, purification and end labeling

DNA oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated
DNA Technologies. Each DNA encodes only a single P22R
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binding site. Oligonucleotides were purified from denatur-
ing polyacrylamide gels containing 7-M urea, 8% polyacry-
lamide and TBE (89-mM Tris pH 7.5 and 89-mM boric
acid, 1-mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)). Af-
ter desalting on PD-10 columns (GE Lifesciences, Piscat-
away, NJ, USA) in TEN (10-mM Tris pH 7.5, 50-mM NaCl,
1-mM EDTA), equimolar quantities of complementary sin-
gle strands were annealed by heating to 80◦C for 2 min and
slow-cooling to room temperature. Double-stranded DNAs
were separated from single strands by gel electrophoresis on
8% polyacrylamide gels and purified as described above us-
ing an 8% native acrylamide gel.

For filter binding experiments, 1 !g of DNA was 5′

end labeled with adenosine 5’ triphosphate [" -32P] (6000
Ci/mmol) (Perkin-Elmer, Boston, MA, USA) in the pres-
ence of T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (Epicentre, Inc., Madi-
son, WI, USA). The resulting products were ethanol pre-
cipitated from a 0.5-M ammonium acetate solution and re-
suspended in TE (Tris pH 7.5, 1-mM EDTA). The 9T-(3C)
DNA fragment was prepared and purified as described (19).

Preparation of P22R mutants

Plasmids directing overproduction of E44A, N46C, N46S
and N46A were constructed by site directed mutagenesis
using the plasmid pTP!125 (20,21) as a template. Primers
used for mutagenesis were obtained from Integrated DNA
Technologies. Wild-type (WT) and mutant P22 repressors
were isolated from the Escherichia coli strain X90 (22) bear-
ing the appropriate plasmids. All mutant proteins were pu-
rified as described by DeAnda et al. (20). The activity of all
proteins was determined as described (23).

Filter binding assay

The dissociation constants (KD) of wild-type (WT) and mu-
tant P22 repressor–DNA complexes were measured by fil-
ter binding. These experiments were performed as described
previously (24). We evaluated the binding of WT and P22
repressor variants to various synthetic sites in a reaction
buffer composed of 100-mM Tris, 50-mM NaCl, 0.1-mg/ml
bovine serum albumin, 10-mM IPTG and 1-mM dithiothre-
itol. The concentration of DNA used in each experiment
was <0.27 nM. After filtering each sample through stacked
nitrocellulose and DEAE membranes (25), and exposure to
a Phosphorimaging screen, counts retained on each filter
were quantified using Image Quant 5.0 software. Dissocia-
tion constants were determined by non-linear, least squares
fitting of the filter binding data to a hyperbolic equation us-
ing Prism 3.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc.). DNAs
contain only a single binding site, which eliminates the
need to account effect of cooperative binding interactions
between two DNA-bound P22 repressors on P22R DNA
binding affinity. Each KD was determined from 10 to 15
replicate measurements. Student’s two-tailed, two-sample
equal variance t-tests were used to determine the signifi-
cance of comparisons between measured data.

Figure 3. Effect of removing minor groove functional groups from non-
contacted bases on the DNA affinity of wild-type and E44A mutant P22R.
The adenines at the symmetrically related positions 9 and 10 were substi-
tuted with 3-deaza-adenine (9c3A). Shown is the sequence of both strands
of the synthetic P22R DNA binding site, DNA9T. The dissociation con-
stants of wild-type and E44A mutant P22R complexes with DNA9T and
DNA9c3A are given ± standard deviation.

RESULTS

Role of minor groove solvent network in non-contacted base
recognition

We examined the importance of the minor groove solvent
network to P22R DNA binding by comparing the affinities
of WT and mutant P22R for DNAs bearing either adenine
at the non-contacted positions 9 and 10 (DNA9T) or the
non-canonical 3-deaza-adenine base at positions at these
positions (DNA9Tc3A) (Figure 3). The N3 of adenines at po-
sitions 9 and 10 in the binding site accepts H-bonds from
the primary solvent molecule in the first layer of the solva-
tion spine (Figure 1). Replacing the N3 atoms on adenines
9 and 10 with atoms that are incapable of forming H-bonds
should disorder the solvent network in the minor groove.
We find that WT P22R binds strongly to DNA9T (Figure 3).
In contrast, P22R does not bind specifically to DNA9Tc3A;
its affinity for DNA9Tc3A is indistinguishable from its affin-
ity for non-specific DNA (Figure 3). This finding suggests
that assembly of a specific geometric arrangement of the sol-
vent molecules in the minor groove of the non-contacted
bases is a prerequisite for P22R–DNA complex formation.

In addition to affecting water and ion binding to DNA,
replacing the N3 atom on adenine with carbon can slightly
destabilize DNA double helices (26). To confirm that the 3-
deaza-adenine substitution impacts P22R DNA binding by
affecting DNA-solvent interactions and not by destabilizing
dsDNA, we examined the ability of E44A mutant P22R to
bind DNA9T and DNA9T- c3A. The DNA affinities of P22R
mutants lacking a negatively charged residue at position 44
are less sensitive changes in non-contact base sequence than
are those of WT P22R (17). In contrast to WT P22R, the
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P22R E44A mutant binds tightly to DNA9T and DNA9Tc3A

sites, with similar affinities (Figure 3). This finding indicates
that any putative DNA destabilization caused by 3-deaza-
adenine substitution is at most a minor contributor to dif-
ferential binding of WT P22R. Together, the results in Fig-
ure 3 indicate that the presence of the N3 H-bond accept-
ing group on the minor groove floor in the non-contacted
region is essential for sequence-specific binding by P22R.
More importantly, these observations support the idea that
non-contacted base recognition by P22R is mediated by the
ability of these bases to support formation of an organized
solvent network in the minor groove.

In P22R–DNA complexes, asparagine 46 (N46) is located
at the mouth of minor groove in the central (non-contacted)
region of the binding site. The #-NH2 of N46 forms H-
bonds with water molecules in the tertiary layer of the mi-
nor groove solvent network (Figure 2). In this position, N46
may help organize and/or stabilize the solvent network in
the minor groove of non-contacted base sequences. To test
this model, we determined the affinities of mutant P22Rs
bearing N46A, N46C or N46S substitutions for three bind-
ing sites, DNA9A, DNA9T and DNA9C. These binding sites
vary in their propensity to form B′ structure, with the A-
tract containing DNA9A having a ‘pre-formed’ B′ structure
in its non-contacted base region and DNA9T and DNA9C

displaying increasing resistance to forming this structure
(9,17). To facilitate comparisons between the affinities of
WT P22R and N46x mutant proteins for the various bind-
ing sites, we performed the binding experiments at lower salt
concentration (50-mM NaCl). Under this condition, WT
P22R binds the DNA9A site >3-fold better than it does to
DNA9T and ∼13-fold better than to DNA9C (Table 1). The
N46C and N46S P22R variants, which bear H-bond form-
ing amino acids at position 46, are able to bind all three
sites, DNA9A DNA9T and DNA9C, albeit with lowered dis-
crimination abilities and affinities than does WT P22R. In
contrast to these proteins, the N46A mutant protein is com-
pletely incapable of specifically binding to either DNA9C or
DNA9T (Table 1). Nonetheless, the N46A mutant specifi-
cally binds the A-tract containing DNA9A. Moreover, its
affinity for this site is similar to that of WT P22R. These
results demonstrate that a hydrogen bonding amino acid
side chain at position 46 is required for P22R binding to
DNAs bearing non-contacted base sequences that do not
naturally assume the B′ form. This observation suggests
that the residue at position 46 plays a crucial role in in-
ducing and/or maintaining the organized solvent network
in the minor groove of the non-contacted bases. More im-
portantly, these results provide further evidence that minor
groove solvation is the key determinant of non-contacted
base recognition by P22R.

Minor groove solvation: coupling of non-contacted and con-
tacted base recognition

Previous work indicated an intriguing linkage between
P22R recognition of non-contacted base sequence and its
direct readout of the contacted bases. That is, sequence
changes in the non-contacted bases alter P22 repressor’s
contacted base preferences (19). To explore how P22R’s
contacted and non-contacted base recognition mechanisms

Table 1. Role of a hydrogen bonding residue at position 46 in modulating
non-contacted base recognition by P22R

Protein 9T 9C 9A

KD (nM)

Wild-type 14.4 57.6 4.3
N46A NSa NSa 2.8
N46S 50.4 98 47.5
N46C 57.6 78 25.9

a>345 nM.

Figure 4. Effect of a changing contacted position 3 on the DNA affinity of
wild-type and E44A mutant P22R. Shown is the sequence of both strands
of the synthetic P22R DNA binding site, DNA9T. The bases at the sym-
metrically related positions 3 and 16 in the P22R DNA binding site were
changed from T•A to C•G. Shown are the dissociation constants of wild-
type and E44A mutant P22R complexes with DNA9T and DNA9T(3C) are
given ± standard deviation.

are linked, we first determined the affinities of WT P22R
and E44A repressors for DNA9T(3C), a binding site that
contains T•A→C•G substitutions at the symmetrically re-
lated, contacted position 3 at each end of the binding site.
WT P22R binds DNA9T(3C) only non-specifically with a KD
≥136 nM, an affinity that is ≥16-fold lower than its affin-
ity for DNA9T (Figure 4). In contrast, P22R-E44A binds
DNA9T(3C) with an affinity <5-fold lower than its affinity
for DNA9T. This result shows that E44A P22R, which has
a reduced ability to distinguish between changes in non-
contacted base sequence, also has reduced ability to distin-
guish between base changes at a contacted position. These
observations confirm that P22R recognition of contacted
and non-contacted bases is linked.

The sequences of the symmetrically related contacted
bases at positions 2–5 and 14–17 comprise A-tracts. As ex-
pected (11,12), the minor grooves of these bases contain
a highly organized, multilayer solvent network (8).To test
whether this solvent network plays a role in linking con-
tacted and non-contacted base recognition, we examined
the affinity of WT P22R and E44A proteins for binding sites
bearing 3-deaza-adenine symmetrically substituted at posi-
tions 2 and 3 (DNA9T(2c3A-3c3A) at each end of the binding
site (Figure 5)). This substitution removes H-bond accep-
tors from the minor groove surfaces of these bases with-
out changing any of the major groove atoms on these bases
that are directly contacted by P22R. Intriguingly, WT P22R
does not bind specifically to DNA9T(2c3A-3c3A) (Figure 5).
This finding indicates that the presence of the N3 H-bond
accepting groups on the minor groove surface of the con-
tacted bases is essential for DNA complex formation by
P22R. In contrast to WT P22R, the E44A mutant repres-
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Figure 5. Effect of removing minor groove functional groups from con-
tacted bases on the DNA affinity of wild-type and E44A mutant P22R.
Shown is the sequence of both strands of the synthetic P22R DNA bind-
ing site, DNA9T. The bases at the symmetrically related positions 2 and
3 and 16 and 17 were substituted with 3-deaza-adenine (c3A). Shown are
the dissociation constants of wild-type and E44A mutant P22R complexes
with DNA9T and DNA9T(2c3A-3c3A) are given ± standard deviation.

sor binds DNA9T(2c3A-3c3A) with an affinity only 4-fold lower
than its affinity for DNA9T. This result echoes the finding
that non-contacted base recognition affects P22R’s recogni-
tion of contacted bases (Figure 4). More importantly, these
results suggest the connection between contacted and non-
contacted base recognition relies on an organized minor
groove solvent network in the contacted region of the P22R
binding site.

DISCUSSION

We previously suggested that a key determinant for non-
contacted base recognition, and thus binding site discrimi-
nation by P22R, is the propensity of various base sequences
to assume the B′-DNA state (9–10,17). This B→B′ transi-
tion is characterized by substantial narrowing of the minor
groove from 12 Å→2.2 Å and formation of a highly or-
ganized stacked monolayer of rotationally and translation-
ally restrained water molecules (8–10). Here we show that
a P22R binding site containing a ‘pre-formed’, B′-like sol-
vent network in the minor groove strongly binds P22R. In
contrast, sequences and modified bases that cannot support
formation of an organized minor groove solvent network ei-
ther do not bind P22R or bind it poorly. These results argue
that discrimination between non-contacted base sequences
by P22R is governed substantially by the differential abili-
ties of various sequences to support formation of a B′-like
solvent network in the minor groove.

It is unclear whether formation of the minor groove sol-
vent network facilitates the B→B′ transition of the non-
contacted bases in P22R–DNA complexes or is needed to
stabilize the B′ form. However, (i) the non-contacted re-
gions of most of the natural and synthetic P22R binding
sites studied (17,27) are not likely to be in the B′ form in
the absence of P22R and; (ii) our evidence strongly indi-
cates P22R binding induces the B→B′ transition (17). Ad-
ditionally, although all solvent peaks in the P22R–DNA
complexes are assigned as water molecules, it is likely that
some positions are at least partially occupied by cations
(28–30). Consistent with this suggestion, biochemical stud-
ies indicate involvement of cations in indirect readout of
non-contacted bases of P22R (19,21,27,31). The presence
of cations in the solvent network may stabilize the extreme

narrowing of the minor groove in the P22R–DNA com-
plexes. Together, these observations suggest that formation
of the minor groove solvent network is a consequence of the
P22R-induced B→B′ transition.

Two non-contacted base recognition modes have been de-
scribed: indirect readout (32) and shape recognition (33).
However these seemingly distinct recognition mechanisms
are apparently influenced by the same underlying DNA
feature––a narrow minor groove. Indirect readout depends
on the propensity of a given sequence to assume a confor-
mation that facilitates protein binding, i.e. one that con-
tains a very narrow groove in the non-contacted base region
of the respective protein–DNA complexes (4,7,9,17,34–41).
This narrow groove is required to bring the two halves of
the DNA binding site into proper alignment with the bound
protein. In shape recognition, DNA sequence-dependent
variation of minor groove width locally alters the neg-
ative electrostatic potential of DNA via electrostatic fo-
cusing (42–46). The corresponding variations in electro-
static potential are recognized by positively charged protein
residue(s) to read the ‘shape’ (width) of the DNA minor
groove. Hence in both cases, protein binding to DNA is ulti-
mately governed by the propensity of a given non-contacted
base DNA sequence to support formation of a narrow mi-
nor groove (9,17,40,42,47–48).

Since indirect readout and shape recognition would both
appear to depend on minor groove width, the question be-
comes; do similar DNA structural features govern minor
groove width in both mechanisms? The structure and dy-
namic polymorphism of DNA is governed by sequence-
dependent intrinsic (e.g. base stacking interactions (49)),
steric repulsion among exocyclic groups on the bases
(50) and extrinsic forces (i.e. electrostatic interactions of
DNA with its environment (30,46)). We and others showed
that the 2-NH2 group in the minor groove of the non-
contacted bases is the primary mediator of indirect read-
out (7,17,40). When present in non-contacted bases, this
functional group, which is found in G/C-containing DNA,
substantially destabilizes protein–DNA complexes. Simi-
larly, proteins that rely on shape recognition for binding site
discrimination also bind weakest to sites containing G/C-
rich non-contacted regions and most tightly to DNAs with
A/T-rich non-contacted DNA sequences. Hence sequence-
dependent variation in minor groove width depends on the
composition of functional groups in the minor groove of the
non-contacted bases, specifically the absence or presence of
a 2-NH2 group.

How does the 2-NH2 group affect minor groove width?
Our findings challenge long-held ideas of how differ-
ences in DNA sequence lead to variation in DNA
conformation/conformational flexibility. It has been long
suggested that sequence-dependent differences in DNA
conformation arise from (i) differences in the hydrogen
bonding pattern of each base pair, (ii) from differing stack-
ing interactions for each dinucleotide step; and (iii) the
need to minimize cross-strand steric clashes between ex-
ocyclic groups, including the 2-NH2 group (2,51–54), e.g.
via changes in base pair roll (2,7,55–57). The need to op-
timize these types of ‘intrinsic’ intramolecular interactions
is therefore predicted to lead to the sequence-dependent
heterogeneity in DNA structure and minor groove width.
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The 2-NH2 on guanine has also been thought to provide a
steric and electrostatic impediment to groove collapse (58).
In contrast to these ideas, our data indicate that the ten-
dency of the minor groove to narrow depends on the ability
of a stable, organized solvent network to assemble in this
groove. Our findings indicate that minor groove width is
governed by the structure and stability of this solvent net-
work, as modulated by the precise composition of minor
groove functional groups. We note that for the ETS domain
protein PU.1, a well-ordered hydration structure in the ma-
jor groove is necessary for the formation of its high-affinity
complex with DNA (59).

Contacted base recognition is markedly influenced by
non-contacted base sequence (Figures 4 and 5). The first
contacted base (position 2) in the P22R binding site is 7 base
pairs away from the non-contacted region. These observa-
tions indicate recognition of contacted and non-contacted
bases by P22R is not physically, but allosterically, linked.
Since the conformations of unbound and bound P22R are
identical (8,60) and the conformation of the DNA-bound
P22R does not vary with non-contacted base sequence, we
suggest that the allosteric connection between these two
recognition modes is mediated through DNA. Among other
roles, ‘through-DNA’ allostery has been implicated in regu-
lating cooperative interactions between DNA binding pro-
teins and DNA binding of intercalating drugs (61–64). Sup-
port for a through-DNA allosteric connection that links
contacted and non-contacted base recognition comes from
the finding that the DNAse I and •OH cleavage intensity at
contacted positions are markedly influenced by the base se-
quences at the non-contacted positions (19,27) in both un-
bound and P22R-bound DNA.

A continuous, connected solvent spine runs from the con-
tacted bases at positions 2–7 and 12–17 to the edge of the
non-contacted regions (8) (Figure 1A). As such, this net-
work is directly juxtaposed with the solvent network in the
minor groove of the non-contacted bases at positions 8–
11. Since disruption of either solvent network affects P22R
recognition of both contacted and non-contacted bases, we
conjecture that the allosteric connection between contacted
and non-contacted sequence recognition is mediated by in-
teraction between the solvent networks in the minor grooves
of the non-contacted and contacted bases. Regardless of
whether these two solvent networks directly interact, our
results indicate that formation of a highly ordered and sta-
ble minor groove solvation network is a key determinant of
contacted and non-contacted base recognition by P22R.
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